midlife pleasure & power
claiming perimenopause

Founders of The Midlife Transformation Map™ and accompanying quiz and digital learning
platform, Midlife Pleasure & Power (MP&P) empowers women 40+ to own the process of their
midlife transformation and to claim pleasure and power as an integral part of this life phase.
Our vision is that every woman becomes more enriched and empowered in their experience of
their body and their identity at midlife.
When we change narratives we produce empowered action and
create momentous change.

MP&P CO-FOUNDERS
CHARLOTTE YOUNG

SHAE ELISE ALLEN

Charlotte Young is a writer, women’s cycles
educator and personal and business coach
(ACC certified). She has a background in
teaching, publishing, dance and birth work.

Shae Elise Allen is a sexual wellness educator,
speaker, somatic coach and transformational
guide supporting women at midlife.

After several years working as a doula and
dance facilitator, Charlotte realised the
disconnect many women experience from
their bodies. After discovering that a positive
menarche (first period) informs subsequent
rites of passage (birth and menopause)
Charlotte trained to be a menstrual educator
and now offers cycles education workshops
to girls. As she unfolded into her own second
adolescence (perimenopause) Charlotte was
struck by the parallels and created
perimenopause workshops for women, as
well as writing the book, “Changing Woman:
Understanding Perimenopause”.

With a background in developing innovative
leadership programs for women senior
leaders for one of Australia's leading
University think tanks, Shae now teaches and
speaks on topics of emotional, somatic and
sexual intelligence, vulnerability and courage
and midlife alchemy; guiding women toward
realising their truth as self-honouring,
paradigm-shifting creative channels in todays
world.

Charlotte works to empower girls and women
to be at home in their bodies, minds and
hearts.

Shae went through an early menopause 2.5
years ago, just after her 44th birthday. At the
time she understood this to mean she was old
before her time, potentially sexually defunct
and emotionally broken before transforming
this narrative and her entire life. Her work is
now focused on igniting the liberation of
midlife women everywhere.

www.charlotteyoung.com.au

www.shaeelise.com
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Our Mission
To create and facilitate progressive and permission granting education and resources that support women to become more enriched
and empowered in their experience of their body and identity at midlife and beyond.
Our Methodology
We're the founders of a first of its kind 'Midlife Transformation Map™' and accompanying quiz to support 40+ women to make sense of
the emotional landscape that comes along with ageing in a patriarchal culture. It’s designed to provide clarity and a way forward at a time
when many women feel lost and alone. The map also provides permission and validation for women to be where they are at any given
time in their midlife transformation journey.
Our Conversation Series
We gather the leaders in a global movement of women dedicated to positive ageing, wellness and an enlivened life force to share
progressive and empowering insights, education and resources.
Our Digital Hub
We bring midlife/40+ women together from all over the world. Our platform offers online courses, monthly women's circles and a vault of
life changing conversations and resources to create a cutting edge blueprint for midlife women, humanity and our planet.

SOME OF THE FABULOUS WOMEN HEADING UP OUR CONVERSATION SERIES
KEMI NEKVAPIL (AUS)

MIRIAM TAYLOR (AUS)

Kemi is shaping a new paradigm for
women in leadership and life as a coach,
speaker and author of three books.
Kemi supports female leaders to unlock the
obstacles that prevent value-based
leadership.
www.keminekvapil.com

Miriam Taylor has educated women and
men with disabilities on their self-esteem,
sexuality and body acceptance from 1991
until 2019. She co-authored the 2011 first
world report on disability for WHO and
presented at the 1995 UN Congress of
Women Beijing on menstruation and
disability.

DR FATIMA KHAN (AUS/UK)

ANDREA JUHAN (USA)

Dr Fatima Khan is a highly skilled PeriMenopause and Menopause Specialist
working from the Epworth Hospital in
Melbourne with a holistic approach to
women’s physical, emotional and mental
wellbeing.

Andrea is a marriage and family
psychotherapist, has a Ph.D. in Dance and
Movement Therapy and is the co-founder
of Open Floor International.

A NEW PARADIGM FOR LEADERSHIP AT MIDLIFE

A HOLISTIC TAKE ON HRT

MP&P THRPUGH A DISABILITY LENS

MIDLIFE EMBODIMENT & LIBIDO

www.andreajuhan.com
www.agoracentre.com.au

SOME OF THE FABULOUS WOMEN HEADING UP OUR CONVERSATION SERIES
JANE HARDWICKE COLLINGS (AUS)

AUTUMN QUEEN - WOMANHOOD INITIATIONS
Jane is the founder of the Shamanic School
of Womancraft. Her work is dedicated to
co-creating a positive menstrual culture,
and to reclaim menopause from medicine
and help women harness the
transformation powers of menopause.
www.janehardwickecollings.com

GAYLE KENNEDY (AUS)

MIDLIFE PLEASURE & POWER THROUGH AN
INTERSECTIONAL LENS

Gayle is a member of the Wongaiibon clan of
South West NSW. She is a disability advocate
and author.Her book of poetry ‘Koori Girl Goes
Shoppin’ was shortlisted for the David Unaipon
Award and she went on to win the award in
2006 with her book ‘Me, Antman & Fleabag'
which was also shortlisted for a Victorian
Premier’s Literary Award and Deadly Award.

DR SANDY BEVACQUA (USA)

JANET MCGEEVER (AUS)

Dr. Sandy is an expert in the field of blood
chemistry and natural approaches to
balancing blood chemistry. She empowers
midlife women through education to
experience healing at all levels of their
being physically, emotionally and
spiritually.

Janet is co-author of ‘Tantric Sex and
Menopause'. A practicing psychotherapist
since 1999, and TEDx speaker. She has
been the co-presenter of the Making Love
Retreat for couples, as created by her
mentor and co-author, Diana Richardson,
in Australia since 2012.

www.drsandybevacqua.com

www.janetmcgeever.com

HORMONAL WISDOM

MENOPAUSE AND SEX
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MEDIA COPY GUIDE
Midlife Pleasure & Power is a trailblazing digital hub and community co-founded by cycles educator and writer, Charlotte
Young and sexual wellness educator & leadership consultant, Shae Elise Allen. The membership provides empowering
and progressive online courses, women's circles and a vault of progressive conversations with leading midlife women
doing incredible work in their respective fields.
Midlife Pleasure & Power is underpinned by their methodology, the Midlife Transformation Map™ and accompanying quiz
that provides support for women to redefine their full spectrum power at midlife and beyond. It’s designed to provide
clarity and a way forward at a time when many women feel lost and alone.
Midlife Pleasure & Power has a preference for empowering conversations covering health and wellness, embodiment,
sexuality, changing media paradigms, womanhood initiation rites, pleasure and power through an intersectional and
disability lens and more—all designed to change the paradigm through inspiration, connection and the elevation of
women's experience of midlife and beyond.

Click here to watch the Midlife Pleasure & Power Conversation Series Reel

For press interviews, editorials, speaking events, podcasts (and more!)
midlifepleasureandpower@gmail.com
0401 386 614

